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On behalf of a case study of articles on bibliometric selection and ranking the variance in terminology of the properties of journals is shown: the same properties are called in various manners, while one and the same terms have different meanings. Similar inconsistencies are found in the terms denoting readers' activities which are studied in bibliometrics for the assessment of the use of periodicals. The author concludes that there are actually only two properties of periodicals that are quantitatively assessed, viz. "productivity" and "value". Their definitions are suggested for terminology standardization of general properties of journals and of readers' activities.

The problem of terminology standardization is of vital importance when we are to understand ourselves and to be understood by researchers and science policy makers with whom we communicate. My case study paper is devoted, first, to terminological chaos in the denomination of the specific properties of scientific journals as reflected by bibliometric assessment of their ability to correspond to the professional information needs of specialists in a concrete scientific discipline. Second, the paper points to the absence of a generalized term for the activities of the readers of scientific periodicals, which, in bibliometric studies, reflect the mentioned ability of periodicals.

Terminological chaos seems to be caused by carelessness about the nature of the specific properties under study which are quantitatively assessed in the process of selecting and ranking the periodicals: some authors seem not to be aware that a method used in a study reflects a certain concrete property of a periodical which is more specific than a general ability to correspond to the professional information needs of the specialists; others may think that such properties are somewhat conditional, derived from a method of bibliometric evaluation, and hardly existing by themselves as a piece of objective reality.

To give an example, here is a list of designations of properties used in papers published from 1978 to 1986: "productivity" (with four different meanings),
"profitability", "significance" (2 meanings), "information significance", "scientific significance", "importance", "descriptiveness" (4 meanings), "quality", "utility", "worth", "value", "information value" (2 meanings), "readability", "information potential" etc. Let us begin with the initial meaning of the term "productivity":

Bradford wrote: "... the law of distribution of papers on a given subject in scientific periodicals may ... be stated: if scientific journals are arranged in order of decreasing productivity of articles on a given subject, they may be divided into a nucleus of periodicals more particularly devoted to the subject and several groups or zones containing the same number of articles as the nucleus etc."¹ Of course, this is not really a definition, but it is the most obvious prerequisite for it.

A more explicit definition of the term "productivity" used in information science can be relevant for our discussion: "Periodical publications productivity is a relative characteristics of a periodical, determined by the number of articles published in this periodical that relate to a given (selected) theme or a branch of knowledge".² Since all the methods relevant for the quantitative assessment of the productivity are based on the count of publications, it is but natural to agree that "productivity" is the property of scientific periodicals to contain the articles relevant to a concrete subject, characterized by the quantity of such articles. And it is reasonable to standardize this definition to prevent the possible further arbitrary use of the term. It is also important to note that the defined property is not artificial, not derived from a method, but exists by itself as an objective reality.

The case of "productivity" is simple since this property can be directly measured by the number of relevant articles de visu, and when we proceed to a count of abstracts and bibliographic descriptions in secondary information sources the intermedium is both obvious and minor. On the other hand, substances as "significance", "quality", "value" etc. can only be indirectly assessed by the measurement of certain indicators of an intermedium which may denote them.

Since they are not directly measured but reflected through the magnitudes of the results of the use of bibliometric methods in a probabilistic (stochastic) manner,³ while the methods themselves are cognized much better than the properties that they reflect (as operating with directly observed indicators), the cognition of such properties may be more sufficient if we start with the cognition of the methods. The oldest group of methods of bibliometric assessment of periodicals is the count of various indices of their citedness⁴ (the total level of a periodical being cited in certain

* In the quotations all italicization is done by me – V. L.
specialized periodicals; the quantity or part of citations only to recent papers; calculations of fractions as the number of citations divided by the number of papers published in a cited journal etc.). In order to find an answer to the question "What is the property that is indirectly and very much intermediately reflected by citedness figures?" we are to define first the phenomenon that is directly reflected by citedness. Answers like "scientific activity"5 are true, but not absolutely exact. In general – let us consider only the general trends, but not the plentiful exceptions, – citedness confirms the actual use of scientific documents that has already taken place during the fulfillment of relevant creative work by the authors of citing papers: first, a document is read; then – if it was not thrown away as evidently useless – it is being considered; then – if it is considered to be helpful, – it is used (for comparison, including disproving; assimilation of the methods described etc... etc..); then it is cited (according to the scientific ethics of the author, editorial policy of the publishers etc.).

Once we have agreed that the reflected phenomenon is the use of cited periodicals, it is easier to find the correct term for the reflected property since among the listed terms there is one which meaning is directly associated with the notion of use, viz. "value".

In information science the notion of value of information is defined as "property of information, determined by its fitness for practical use in various spheres of human activity for the achievement of a certain aim".6 The value of information is directly connected with its use, be it a single document or a scientific periodical as an organized body of documents: "outside a scientific document the human society does not possess the scientific information, too, since it is namely a document that is a material form of its fixing".7 So, it might be clear, that being a method of direct evaluation of the actual use of periodicals, citation count is a method of an indirect evaluation of their value (or, more precisely, their scientific value because the value may also be aesthetical, historical etc.8).

We may therefore agree on the following definition: "(Scientific) value of a (scientific) periodical is a property of a periodical to be fit for a use in a (professional scientific) activity of representatives of a certain domain for the achievement of their (professional) aims". This property is independent from the productivity: e.g., a periodical publishing one paper per annum which is cited hundreds of times is more valuable than a journal of ten papers with only one citation each.

However, the terms different from "value" seem to be more frequently used in bibliometric literature to indicate properties reflected by figures of periodical
citedness: "quality", "impact" etc. (e.g. Ref. 5). The examples of vocabulary definitions demonstrate, however, that "quality", "impact" and "value" are not identical notions. It might be seen that "quality" is cognized rather abstractly, not in the process of (or in relation to) the use or satisfaction of the concrete needs, strongly depending on a cognizing subject and with the aid of some ideal standards, whereas "value" relates to the striving, needs, aim or desire of a human being, merit or usefulness of an object for a human being, being determined "not only by its internal structure per se, but also by the fact that an object is involved in the sphere of social human genesis", and in general is being cognized through the "possession and use of ... objects" (cf. Ref. 13). It is obvious, therefore, that quality is an independent property and it is very likely that, if peer assessing may be the appropriate tool for quantitative evaluation of periodicals quality, it is not for value, since it is not based on the periodicals use.

In philosophy the notion of value is treated also as a criterion of preference in a situation of alternative choice, while for scientific literature, value is treated also as the ability to facilitate to reach the target of the researchers activity. These definitions are "under the umbrella" of the proposed one: if there is an alternative choice of publications or periodicals, the use of a specific one indicates that the choice has taken place, while if there is no choice but the use of the only possible one, the alternative was "to use or not to use". The second definition of value (Ref. 18) is just included in the proposed one.

Two definitions from the general dictionaries give a commonsense idea of what "impact" is: "influence or effect" and "a forcible momentary touch, contact or impression". Citedness, of course, may reflect an influence, effect or a strong impression of cited documents on citing authors, but such an influence (or "impact") of a valuable document is just a consequence of its value. And this consequence is not so much straightforward or compulsory: if a researcher frequently cites a specific paper, it is not known for sure if he has been strongly influenced by it but it is known, that he uses it repeatedly. The opposite situation is even more obvious: one might be strongly impressed by some paper, but, if he/she is not working now in the same direction, he/she would not use it actively and, therefore, would not cite it... and the "impact" of the document would not be reflected. So, we may suppose, that the term "impact", when applied to indicate a property of a highly cited periodical is a more vague term than "value"; therefore – a redundant one.

** The term "impact-factors" denotes a technical indicator, but not a notion, therefore, the mentioned critical discussion does not refer to it.
However, the problem lies not so much in the term itself, but in its definition. While everybody will understands what we mean with e.g. "significance" of periodicals in association with their citedness, the most important thing is the definition of the property ("a property of a periodical to be fit for a use in a (professional scientific) activity of representatives of a certain domain for the achievement of their (professional) aims"), but not a term.

Another group of regular methods of bibliometric selection and ranking are the quantitative studies of the various kinds of readers activities directed to orientation in periodical publications: searching, finding and – further – (potential) reading of the latter ("spontaneous" requests; requests inspired by reading the abstracts, forwarded earlier to a reader by a system of selective dissemination of information or requests due to some other preliminary information service; requests in a local library or through interlibrary loan etc.; count of time spent by the reader to reading the periodicals in a reading-room; count of the number of the received photocopied articles from various periodicals etc.). Which property is reflected by this group?

Again, to answer the question, it is first necessary to define which phenomenon is reflected by these activities. Despite the discussion about the particularities of the reflected phenomenon, hardly anybody would object that the use of periodicals is the reflected notion. So, the property under assessment is, again, value. That means that all the known methods of periodicals evaluation – normally considered as bibliometric ones – reflect only two specific properties: productivity and value. If we would succeed to standardize their definitions, it would be the end of terminological chaos in this area.

However, if the chaos in terminology related to the methods of the second group is in the area of the name of a property, it concerns for the third group the umbrella term for the described kinds of the readers activities. There are a number of conditional umbrella terms fixed in my collection, and paradoxally all these terms are misused standardized terms. These misused terms are: "information request" (see the definition in Refs 24 and 25 "readers demand" (the definition is in Ref. 26), "use of a library stock" and "book output". While the term "information request" has a more expanded meaning, the meanings of "readers demand", "use of library stock" and "book output" are specific and too narrow. In order to overcome these discrepancies, I have proposed the term "readers addressing to scientific periodicals" for designating readers activities directed to orientation in periodicals. Again, my claim is not the

---

*** Some experts believe that quantitative evaluation of the results of peer assessing, questionnaire surveys, interviews etc. are bibliometric methods, but the majority are of an opposite opinion.
term itself, but the evidence for the necessity to standardize some term in this meaning.

Although there seem to be only two specific properties that are bibliometrically assessed in the selecting and ranking periodicals by their ability to correspond to the professional information needs, it does not mean that there are no more specific properties which are the constituents of this general ability including those to be assessed by some new methods to appear in the future. Therefore, an umbrella term to indicate all possible properties under such an assessment is required. Then, in cases of "readers addressing..." research, it was demonstrated that the results of some of its kinds, reflecting par excellence periodicals value, are so much influenced by periodicals productivity, that it is not possible to say that productivity is not at all reflected, and value is the only reflected property (see Ref. 30). And, finally, a lot of conditional umbrella terms are actually used.

To overcome this situation, I propose the umbrella term "thematic orientation of periodicals" (used first in Ref. 31 and being a subject of Ref. 32). Being originally coined in Russian, it may not sound neat enough in its English translation, and so my claim is not the term itself. All I claim is the demonstration of the necessity to standardize an appropriate term with the mentioned umbrella meaning.

It should be understandable that my paper is only an illustration of the importance of standardization of bibliometric terminology. It is obvious that even in the framework of the above speculations we need to be more concrete about terms like "property", "indicator", "quantitative assessment", "measurement" and so on.

* *

The author is indebted to Professor V.M. Motylev from Sankt-Petersburg who taught him to be a pedant in terminology. This paper would also hardly be written if it were not for ideological support from Professor Ona Voverenye (Vilnius, Lithuania) and Dr. Galina M. Abeleva (Sankt-Petersburg, Russia).
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